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The growing literature exploring the relationships and 
engagements between research and conflict transformation is 
an exciting contribution to peace and conflict scholarship. This 
paper presents a framework that merges the triad of conflict 
transformation principles, Indigenous research principles, 
and storytelling methodology to contribute new ways for 
transforming conflict throughout the research process. When 
research is designed as conflict transformation, both people 
and process are enhanced. The framework can be especially 
useful for research planning, for mapping the often political 
complexities of qualitative research undertaken in communities 
that have endured or are enduring protracted conflict, and then 
for analyzing data. The paper offers a practical research design 
that integrates the peacebuilding triad of Indigenous research 
principles, storytelling, and conflict transformation principles 
as a proposed framework to design research for and as conflict 
transformation.

Research can be transformative and there is an emerging literature that 
offers different ways to do research effectively. The foundations of trans-
formative research embrace the goals of a positive future, including under-
standing, healing, and ultimately conflict transformation. Similarly, Peace 
and Conflict Studies (PACS) research offers understanding and address for 
human suffering and holds the potential for transformation of protracted 
conflicts.1 These goals, we suggest, may be woven mindfully throughout 
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the research process into research design, data collection, and analysis, so 
that transformation may be understood and perhaps experienced before, 
within, and after the manifestation of complex conflicts.2 The triad of cur-
rently recognized Indigenous3 research principles, conflict transformation 
principles, and the narrative method of storytelling, which is also based in 
Indigenous traditions, offers a uniquely adaptable paradigm for transforma-
tive research design. Combined, these may provide for the emergence of 
research that recognizes, accommodates, and welcomes the complexities of 
data that emerge when people share their experiences. On this foundation, 
the stories people tell may expand research findings. Current literature has 
clearly demonstrated the importance of Indigenous narrative and storytell-
ing traditions as critical methods for the conflict transformation process. As 
transformative research, data can inform how people develop, acknowledge, 
confront, explain, and transform conflict. This paper integrates the peace-
building triad of commonly accepted global Indigenous research principles,4 
narrative methods, especially storytelling, and conflict transformation prin-
ciples into a practical and highly adaptable framework for research to be 
designed for and as conflict transformation. 

CONFLICT TRANSFORMATION AND ACADEMIC RESEARCH 
Conflict is complex. While much conflict is more than merely a clash between 
two parties, scholars have established that conflicts among nation-states 
contain many of the same trends and elements as simpler disputes between 
neighbours or family members.5 Conflict transformation is in many ways 
the guiding ideology for people seeking to understand conflict.6 According 
to much of the current literature, conflict is most successfully transformed 
when it is understood. Within the search for transformation lies the formal 
research process. As a disciplined inquiry,7 PACS research formally embraces 
the two cultures of quantitative and qualitative research, with a growing 
recognition within qualitative research for community engaged research, 
Indigenous research, and participatory research.8 Quantitative research is 
usually aligned with an unbiased, detached, deductive model that addresses 
problem-solving. It is typically used for measurement or, as the name infers, 
to quantify.9 Qualitative research is based on induction and investigates 
topics contextually in their full complexity while remaining concerned with 
the perspectives and references of the people involved.10 This is an impor-
tant distinction and provides a foundation for further ways to explore the 
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perspectives of research participants. However, in both traditions, researchers 
are tasked to detach themselves from the data and then to project principles 
from identified outcomes and their intentionally unbiased interpretations 
of findings.11 In contrast, transforming conflict has been a steadfast goal of 
PACS research, and therefore it provides a particular opportunity to better 
understand the complexities of conflict. 
  PACS research explores the dynamic synergy of relationships with 
and between parties. In this way, it also transforms the hypothetical nature 
of research marked by inquiry “to” or “on”12 people in order to establish 
relationship as a critical component for research design that readily ac-
commodates research “with” people.13 On the platform and embrace of 
alternative and respectful approaches to transformative research, Indigenous 
research principles,14 conflict transformation principles, and storytelling15 
represent deliberate methods of inquiry. They are also potentially the com-
ponents of mindful research design and analysis. Separately and when they 
are combined, these research methods contribute meaningfully to greater 
understanding of the relationships within conflict and its potential transfor-
mation for the many people involved. 

THE PRINCIPLES OF CONFLICT TRANSFORMATION 
Conflict transformation is a process. John Paul Lederach, the scholar who 
originally advanced the term in PACS research, describes conflict trans-
formation as both a framework for understanding and a description of 
responses to conflict.16 As a design principle, it provides a conceptual frame-
work developed through praxis; as a practice, it relies on narrative methods. 
According to Lederach, conflict transformation is about more than conflict; 
it also describes the development of a response to any conflict.17 In this way, 
conflict transformation may be applied at any stage of the research design 
but is preferably introduced in the planning stages. As a concept and a 
process rather than a precise methodology, conflict transformation acknowl-
edges that conflicts “flow and return to relationships;”18 as a result, the less 
visible dimensions of relationships may be emphasized and recognized. Due 
to its complex and relational nature, a transforming conflict is rarely easy to 
identify until the process is complete.19 This provides a further suggestion 
that transformation, because of its very nature, can be both the goal and 
process of research design. Since transformation varies from case to case, ap-
plying the principles of positive conflict transformation to research planning 
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allows for general recognition and acknowledgement of conflict processes 
and experiences.20 Thus, the complexities of conflict may be named and 
tamed within a fluid process. 
 Just as formal inquiry is focused on the testing of hypotheses and ad-
vancement of knowledge, so the role of the transformative research process 
potentially advances knowledge. However, transformative research is often 
not recognized in our academic research and writing and, until recently, 
has not been missed. Since the 1999 publication of Linda Tuhawai Smith’s 
Decolonizing Methodologies, general knowledge about the colonizing and 
conflict inducing qualities of traditional research for people, and espe-
cially for Indigenous people, has continued to grow. In the meantime, a 
general consensus regarding how to address individual and group conflict 
and transform it in ways that are not harmful to those involved as subjects 
remains largely unaddressed in literature. In this way, the conflict transfor-
mation paradigm acknowledges strategies and responses to conflict while 
simultaneously providing a framework for participants and researchers alike. 
Knowledge is advanced as the process accommodates analysis and increased 
understandings of conflict patterns at the individual and group levels.
 Conflict transformation principles recognize that responses to conflict 
are situated within relationships.21 Thus, conflict transformation is an appro-
priate framework for understanding long-term situations for which there are 
no quick solutions.22 Further, conflict transformation, as a research method 
and as a goal, provides a paradigm through which the stories people tell may 
be received as they are delivered, rather than interpreted through multiple 
lenses which may or may not preserve the nuances of the original intent. 
Conflict transformation as a framework recognizes a series of contributing 
events, or responses to conflict, and allows for the broader consideration 
of the structural, cultural, personal, and relational responses23 that shape 
decisions. 
 As a guiding philosophy and as a design structure, conflict transforma-
tion offers hope that constructive change and innovation can result from 
conflict, including seemingly intractable conflict.24 While conflict is a nor-
mal part of life and can “increase understanding of ourselves, of others, and 
of our social structures,”25 at the local level, it is perhaps most relationally 
based. According to Lederach, conflict is “expressive, dynamic, and dialecti-
cal in nature, . . . born in the world of human meaning and perception.”26 
Conflict transformation, then, is also about the processes that communicate 
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meaning, which may often be found within the relationships uncovered 
through research. The recognition of the many relationships inherent in 
conflict lies at the core of conflict transformation.27 
 When embraced as research design, the reaches of conflict transforma-
tion extend beyond the anticipated outcomes or purposes of most research-
ers and provide an extraordinary opportunity to understand change and 
influence policy. Part of the generalizable strength of conflict transformation 
at the individual level is the recognition that individuals are affected by and 
respond to conflict in a number of ways.28 Individual conflict transforma-
tion may then take as many specific forms as there are people involved 
in the research. Brazilian educator Paulo Freire emphasized that everyday 
knowledge must be acknowledged and trusted29 in order for individual 
and local level conflict transformation to be integrated and elevated into 
broader global research. When the research process recognizes multi-faceted 
responses to cumulative conflicts, including larger identity conflicts, conflict 
transformation principles provide an opportunity to identify patterns and 
trends, while increasing our understanding of people’s experiences and their 
expressions of their inner or basic needs. When everyday experience can be 
articulated and then acknowledged, not only is conflict transformed, but 
findings may inform policy choices.
 As a research design principle, conflict transformation identifies root 
causes by explicitly recognizing and exploring the context of relationships 
surrounding difficult or negative responses to conflict; further, it investigates 
how such responses may transform into positive or more peaceful responses 
to conflict.30 Conflict transformation also incorporates insight into underly-
ing social structural conditions and causes of conflict, and thereby represents 
the potential for meaningful policy intervention.31 With the focus on rela-
tionships inherent in conflict transformation research design, unarticulated 
structural conflicts built into institutions and organizations like govern-
ments, corporations, and even civil society itself are relevant to study and 
can be situated within the stories people tell. History can be considered 
and local individual narratives can be included in a conflict transforma-
tion design and analysis in order to understand or shape change.32 In this 
way, conflict transformation provides a framework for understanding the 
relationships communicated through the stories people tell and how they 
tell them. 
 As an intentional intervention to minimize misunderstanding and to 
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maximize mutual understanding, research designed for conflict transforma-
tion can bring relational fears, hopes, and goals of individuals and groups to 
the surface.33 As a framework for understanding, conflict transformation can 
help people in conflict understand cultural patterns that contribute to their 
setting and assist individuals or groups to build upon resources that can help 
them constructively respond to conflict.34 Within the communication of the 
conflict, there are opportunities for increased understanding of how people 
make meaning of their conflict experiences. The recognition of relation-
ship patterns that surround and influence conflict situations reinforces the 
relational nature of conflict transformation. 

CONFLICT TRANSFORMATION AND INDIGENOUS 
RESEARCH PRINCIPLES35

Recent scholarship states that Indigenous research can and must be rec-
ognized as different from qualitative or quantitative research.36 Expanding 
Indigenous inquiry and including Indigenous narrative methods as part of 
conflict transformation research and design in the arena of peace and con-
flict studies increases understandings of how conflict and conflict experience 
is communicated, responded to, and transformed by individuals and by 
groups, especially in local settings. The relationships among the research, the 
researcher, and those who are being researched is the paramount principle of 
Indigenous research across the literature.37 Current descriptors of common 
threads within Indigenous research methods, especially when merged with 
conflict transformation principles, demonstrate the potential for positive 
research design and processes beyond the often colonizing limitations of 
qualitative and quantitative research.38

 Core principles for research pertaining to Indigenous people provide 
important dimensions for transformative research. Culled from numerous 
Canadian and international Indigenous scholars, these common elements 
emphasize relationships while establishing important differences from 
traditional conceptions of qualitative research. These principles, agreed 
upon across the literature, are not offered as a definitive argument regarding 
where, what, and who is Indigenous. These core principles include

• considered attention to relationships—relational accountability—
throughout the research process;

• the recognition of the diversity and complexity of the whole human 
being, particularly in the research design and conclusions;
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• the inclusion of the sacred, and in particular, spiritual and relational 
dimensions, in research; 

• the certain creation of spaces for people to express themselves with-
out fear of judgment, misrepresentation, or physical or psychological 
violation.39 

 Scholars have stressed that research involving Indigenous people would 
be more transformational if it acknowledged the spiritual level, including 
virtues or deeply held beliefs, as much is communicated nonverbally in these 
values. The principles of conflict transformation can be recognized within 
Indigenous knowledges; they create spaces for what people know and share 
in all the areas of their lives, including the deeply personal and spiritual, 
and explore how people have given meaning to their experiences.40 This is a 
principle that extends across Indigenous populations and indeed across all 
peoples. To explain the significance of this merger, Canadian Indigenous 
scholar Marie Battiste explains that Indigenous research is “far more than the 
binary opposite of western knowledge. As a concept, Indigenous knowledge 
. . . reconceptualizes the resilience and self-reliance of Indigenous peoples, 
and underscores the importance of their own philosophies, heritages, and 
educational processes.”41

 This perspective encourages transformational research that recog-
nizes, honours, and incorporates Indigenous research principles into the 
methodology and general research design of an academic research study. 
By designing research that incorporates Indigenous research principles 
within the design of a conflict transformation framework, understandings 
are broadened by hearing the complex contexts and relationships in which 
people live out their daily lives. Unlike the detached objectivity of academic 
research, this strain stresses relationships, integration, and that “things need 
to be in context.”42 Static methods that ignore relational accountability are 
inappropriate for research, especially with Indigenous people, just as they 
are inappropriate for conflict transformation.43

 Like conflict transformation principles, the Indigenous worldview as-
sumes the primacy of relationships. Indigenous research principles merge 
with both communication and conflict transformation at a foundational 
level so that the traditions of Indigenous narrative and storytelling are the 
instruments of Indigenous research. Although some might argue that 
Indigenous research is essentially qualitative research, the unwavering ana-
lytical emphasis on immediate, local relationships and on entire systems of 
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relationships is one of the key differences of Indigenous research. A leading 
scholar on Indigenous research, Shawn Wilson, explains,

The data and the analysis are like a circular fishing net. You could 
try to examine each of the knots in the net to see what holds 
it together, but it’s the strings between the knots that have to 
work in conjunction in order for the net to function. So any 
analysis must examine all of the relationships or strings between 
particular events or knots of data as a whole before it will make 
any sense.44

In this way, Indigenous research, especially through storytelling, parallels 
conflict transformation, which Lederach describes as an “understanding of 
the greater patterns, the ebb and flow of energies, times, and even whole 
seasons, in the great sea of relationships.”45

 There is compelling literature claiming that relevant, transformative 
research would produce relevant and meaningful findings that might be 
applied to local and regional social problems.46 The impact of research that 
has allegedly misrepresented people has had great implications for social 
policy.47 Indigenous scholars do not seem to be suggesting that all research 
by non-Indigenous scholars should be discarded, but rather that it must 
meet reasonable requirements, the least of which is to consider the relational 
nature of research. Wilson maintains that the analysis must be true to the 
voice of the participants and reflect their understanding of the topic.48 He 
calls this “relational accountability.”49 It is this relational piece that can be 
drawn into transformative research methods.
 All research is a search for knowledge. According to Kathleen Absolon, 
Indigenous research encompasses “those re-search methods, practices, ap-
proaches that are guided by Indigenous worldviews, beliefs, values, principles, 
processes and contexts. Indigenous methodologies are holistic, relational, 
inter-relational and interdependent with Indigenous philosophies, beliefs 
and ways of life.”50 Judy Atkinson51 has collected the described features of 
Indigenous research applicable to Indigenous populations around the globe. 
Some of the key statements in Atkinson’s description transcend geographical 
locale and include (1) ways of relating and acting within community with 
an understanding of the principles of reciprocity and responsibility, (2) a 
respectful environment where the participants feel safe and issues of con-
fidentiality are respected, (3) a reflective non-judgmental consideration of 
what is being seen and heard, and (4) an awareness and connection between 
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logic of the mind and the feelings of the heart.52 In this way, Wilson says, 
“research is ceremony, . . . the knowing and respectful reinforcement that 
all things are related and connected.”53 A significant characteristic identified 
in the Indigenous research literature is personal experience and how people 
have made sense of and “worked through” their experiences.54 
 Research designed for and as conflict transformation overlaps with and 
embraces core criteria of Indigenous research while simultaneously provid-
ing the potential for inductive, dynamic, and fluidly differentiated research 
that extends beyond Indigenous scholarship or populations to transform 
difficult conflicts.

STORYTELLING AS CONFLICT TRANSFORMATION 
Narrative research methods, and especially storytelling, are increasingly 
recognized as a meaningful way to construct knowledge and conduct re-
search.55 One scholar asserts that all research is narrative;56 another scholar 
has declared that “at its heart, research is storytelling.”57 Narrative methods 
provide understanding into the ways people live and help people to under-
stand one another.58 In turn, the telling of these stories can have tremendous 
practical implications for individuals while promoting local peacebuilding 
and social justice,59 and provides a foundation for alternative ways of doing 
things.60 
 Like Indigenous research principles, storytelling tends to focus on 
relationships and on systems of relationships.61 When cycles of relationships 
can be explored more fully, they build understanding about the significance 
and evolution of relationships at the individual and at the collective levels.62 
Furthermore, the narratives of people in conflict provide meaningful com-
munication about historical relationships, opposing circumstances, values, 
power, resources, and other relationships. In this way, understanding identi-
fies opportunities for potential positive or constructive change. Such change 
is conflict transformation.
 Through their stories, people communicate and express how they make 
sense of their lives and their experiences. They also express “how [they] would 
like to see [their] past, what [they] think [they] are doing in the present, and 
how [they] fantasize it will be in the future.”63 Storytelling scholars maintain 
that within a story is an “integrity of self and a vision to our lives and our 
work, . . . [and] to recognize the ways in which we have been resilient and 
strong can be a move toward de-colonization, de-silencing, self-respect, 
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dignity, a sense of truth and justice, and a de-atomization of our lives and 
our aims.”64 In this way, storytelling creates the space for research to explore 
the full communication of one’s personal experiences, and reinforces another 
core principle of Indigenous research methods. 
 Storytelling is a universal way that people deal with knowledge, and from 
storytelling the journey toward reconciliation can take place.65 Ultimately, 
potential alternatives for policies may emerge so that personal storytelling 
can facilitate “working through processes in intractable conflicts.”66 Identity 
needs may be accessed and protected through storytelling; people talk about 
what they are comfortable sharing and can make sense of the conflicts they 
have experienced by talking about experiences that might have otherwise 
been denied, dismissed, or misrepresented.67 Although issues and images 
or perceptions change over time, narratives provide an opportunity for re-
searchers to understand personal perspectives as data within the context of 
conflict and conflict transformation.68

 Storytelling is transformative in its allowance for and accommodation 
of the perceptions of participants with firsthand experience. This captures 
how people describe their relationships, which forms an important founda-
tion for research methodology.69 But storytelling is much more than just 
the sharing of experiences and it is in this depth that conflict transforma-
tion principles generate strength. Jessica Senehi and colleagues explain the 
relevance of stories to individual and collective conflict transformation: 

Stories are not discrete objects transferred uncritically from 
person to person. They are selected, framed, and constructed 
by individuals in a particular context and with particular 
considerations, such as how they will be received by the group. 
. . . While interpretive, these narratives reveal how people 
make sense of their experiences, history, and identity, and such 
interpretations impact situations insofar as they affect people’s 
behaviors and emotional states. . . . Speakers may be consciously 
or unconsciously striving to make certain connections or put 
things in a good light.70 

By being invited to tell their stories as part of a research process, people 
make sense of their lives, perceptions, and experiences and thereby promote 
conflict understanding and conflict transformation. Lederach says, “at the 
deepest level, identity is lodged in the narratives of how people see them-
selves, who they are, where they have come from, and what they fear they 
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will become or lose.” When research is designed with deliberate transforma-
tive methods like storytelling, the stories provide seeds of hope, make sense 
of what people have been feeling, and generate an avenue for change.71 
 Stories reflect respect, reciprocity, and responsibility.72 They “rely on 
people’s own words, both to understand a social problem and to convince 
others to remedy it,” and this facilitates improved communication. New 
understandings derive from results that are “denser descriptions of informa-
tion, new or enhanced concepts to explain data.”73 Storytelling reflects the 
essence of transformative research; it reflects Indigenous relationality and 
conflict transformation while simultaneously allowing the research itself to 
provide context and objectives.

RESEARCH DESIGNED FOR AND AS CONFLICT 
TRANSFORMATION 
Conflict transformation research consistent with Indigenous scholarship 
naturally requires methods that emphasize relationships. There is a natural 
relationship between storytelling and conflict transformation critical to 
designing transformative research. Communications scholar Peter Kellett 
observes, “Interpretive analysis . . . can lead to understanding and deeper 
critique that can result in changes” at both the individual and the commu-
nity levels.74 Researcher Julia Christensen states that “research storytelling 
is particularly well suited to community based research.”75 Telling one’s 
story produces dynamic and relational results that provide a means for 
self-exploration and self-understanding; for some, it is a means to stability 
and resolution. Narrative methods reinforce local relationships, in particular 
those between the researcher, the researched, and the research. Furthermore, 
“it is through collaborative, participatory efforts that the real potential of 
research storytelling as an Indigenous methodology may be realized.”76 
Designs that include respectful dialogue, empathetic listening without 
interruption, relational accountability, and storytelling have the capacity to 
assist people in making sense of their life circumstances.77

 As Lederach says, conflict can be transformed peacefully when it is 
correctly understood and the conflict transformation circle is completed 
when responses to conflict create constructive or desired change. Just as 
Indigenous research recognizes systems of relationships, conflict transfor-
mation frameworks facilitate improved understandings of how conflict 
shapes relationships. In this way, the relational hopes, fears, and goals of the 
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participants are recognized and conflict is understood with greater clarity. 
That is, conflict transformation is a research method, a goal, and a design for 
the process. Conflict transformation, as a paradigm, provides a transforma-
tive research design that embraces transferable Indigenous principles and 
meaningful communication through storytelling to bring understanding 
and help people make sense of their conflict experiences. 
 Research that is designed for and as conflict transformation can 
be achieved through the incorporation of storytelling, communication, 
and Indigenous research principles as a methodological triad. The major 
contribution of peace and conflict research “is to seek innovative ways to 
create a time and a place, within various levels of the affected population, 
to address, integrate, and embrace the painful past and the necessary shared 
future as a means of dealing with the present.”78 Basic concepts, complex 
relationships, and patterns can be more readily mapped and contextualized 
within an appropriate conceptual framework.79 Given this situation, a key 
contribution of peace and conflict research is to explore “various levels of 
the affected population, to address, integrate, and embrace the painful past 
and the necessary shared future as a means of dealing with the present.”80 In 
this way, experiences can be better understood in the context of the many 
relationships inherent in the communication of people’s experiences.

A MODEL
This section introduces an extension of Lederach’s Big Picture of Conflict 
Transformation81 to encourage those potentially transformative elements 
that are often excluded in other design and analysis models. Developed and 
originally tested in 2011 in a racialized, urban poverty neighbourhood in 
the context of reasons for Aboriginal people dropping out of high school,82 
the framework for understanding conflict transformation is both a research 
design and an analytical framework. The relationship between research, 
communication, and our understandings of how people make sense of and 
transform the conflicts they experience is accommodated in the framework. 
Notably, it also accommodates ethnographic evidence that people are a 
product of their future vision for themselves, whether that vision is positive 
or negative. Most powerfully, one participant stated to the researcher several 
months after the research process, “We have been talking; since you came, 
we have been healing.”83 The point here is that the participants felt they had 
positively transformed as a result of the research process. 
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 For many researchers, the offer of a visual framework assists in the 
conceptualization and application of a proposed research design. The model 
outlined below makes provision for the complex relationships communi-
cated within people’s individual and collective conflict experiences, which 
in turn provides new ways for understanding how conflict transformation is 
both experienced and explained. Merging conflict transformation principles 
deliberately into conflict research design, processes, and analyses incorporates 
the nuances often excluded from, or unrecognized within, such practices. 
The principles of conflict transformation, the interrelationships inherent in 
Indigenous research, and the narrative practice of storytelling form a critical 
strategy for designing research for and as conflict transformation.
 With full deference and respect to Lederach’s work, Figure 1 is offered 
as an extension of his Big Picture, intended to be both a design guide and an 
analytical framework. 

Figure 1. Transformative Research Framework84

 The utility of this particular framework is that it may be engaged during 
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any stage of the research, including its design, rather than just for analysis 
after data is collected. This versatility emphasizes and reflects both the circu-
lar nature of conflict transformation and the relational relevance of all facets 
of the research process from planning to analyzing, and from planning to 
context and environment. One will note that the framework itself is a circle. 
The Current Context may be considered the starting point for explaining 
the diagram of the framework. The Current Context flows to the Field of 
Change and to the Imagined Tomorrow. There is a pathway from the Cur-
rent Context through the Field of Change and the Imagined Tomorrow, 
back to the Current Context. This is intended to represent the experiences, 
interpretations, and feelings that operate deep within individuals and are 
critical to understanding their experiences, especially as they have lived in 
a difficult conflict. In turn, as people make sense of these in ways that are 
acceptable to them, positive transformation may occur within individuals, 
or within their situation, or in both. The significance of this model is that it 
accommodates both. At the same time, the framework suggests that negative 
attributes or choices as expressed by the individuals involved in the conflict 
seem to be nurtured to maturity in the Field of Change. Unlike positive 
transformation, in these situations, people move toward negative change. 
In turn, our understanding of negative transformation—those choices 
that do not move toward positive transformative—may also be expanded 
and accommodated. In this way, the model reflects and places what has 
happened for individuals at the personal, group, regional and even global 
levels without evident manipulation of findings by ideologues or aggressive 
researchers. 
 This design is circular in order to emphasis the inter-relationality of the 
conflict transformation cycle and to better understand those relationships. 
Note that three components are situated on a rectangle. This is intended to 
represent the integral attributes and driving forces of personal and group 
conflict transformation and to denote commonality and context. While con-
tent may differ depending on what people are willing to communicate about 
their hopes and dreams, experiences, fears, local conflicts, and particular 
conflict setting(s), overall, our understanding of the conflict transformation 
cycle is enhanced for that context, and for those people.
 Research designed and analyzed this way is purposefully about con-
flict transformation, and so the model warrants further explanation. The 
three subcomponents of the Current Context are Common Ground, Life 
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Patterns, and Historical Influences because the current context of any con-
flict is never simple. Common Ground simply identifies the reason for the 
research or analysis. For example, the pilot research85 for this model explored 
why Canadian Indigenous people drop out of school at rates multiple times 
the national average, so dropping out of school was the “Common Ground” 
for that study. Life Patterns refers to those incidents, circumstances, or oc-
currences in the lives of the people that form a pattern in their lives and 
influence the Common Ground. Life Patterns are the habits of life. The 
third subcomponent, called the Historical Influences, refers to the longer 
term influences from both the public and the personal spheres. These 
may, for example, be cultural, legal, or familial. Historical influences are 
an important part of understanding The Current Context and create “an 
opportunity to remember and recognize . . . the connection between the 
present and the past.”86 Importantly, the description of the Current Context 
is influenced by the perceptions and communications of the individual who 
is living in conflict.
 Sometimes, especially through narrative methods, large amounts of 
data are excluded from final research projects because they do not seem to 
have a place in the analytical model embraced by the researcher. Therefore, 
Visible Conflict, Web of Lived Conflicts over Time, and Change of Fo-
cus capture the commonalities in narratives and stories that may not find 
placement elsewhere when findings are analyzed. Visible Conflict refers to 
evident and immediate conflict and Web of Lived Conflicts refers to those 
conflicts which have characterized an individual’s story over a longer period 
of time. For the pilot study, these conflicts included substance abuse, family 
disintegration, and multi-year relationships with public school systems. 
 There is an important accommodation in this component of the model, 
which is why the component bears a different shape. Sometimes conflict 
transformation interventions do not produce positive results for everyone, 
and certainly not the first time they are attempted. The vertical line between 
the Conflicts and the Change of Focus is the bulkhead at which conflict 
may or may not be transformed according to the vision of the future the 
participant articulates (one’s focus). The pilot study suggested that if people 
do not—or most often, cannot—change their focus to a vision of the future 
that might carry them through, conflict is not transformed and they remain 
at this stage. The vertical line separating the subcomponents captures the 
linear simultaneous yet sequential character of this stage, which is often not 
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recognized or accommodated in research analysis. For example, it took some 
of the participants of the pilot study a long time, for some, years, before 
their life circumstances were such that they were able to embrace and sustain 
a vision of the future that pulled them, through thoughts and actions, to 
positive transformation.
 Conflicts undergoing transformation can be recognized and identified 
with this framework. As individuals begin to address conflicts with a more 
positive focus on their Imagined Tomorrow toward a hope-filled future, their 
transformation journey crosses the barriers depicted in the model as a verti-
cal line or bulkhead. The model allows that constructive change may come 
without real address or remedy of earlier circumstances and with no reasons 
provided other than through statements about how people or groups looked 
at themselves and their future. However, percolating below the surface of 
the findings are deeper matters of the heart, which may be communicated 
through narrative but not always accommodated or captured in traditional 
research design and processes. The framework offered here allows for these 
deeper convictions to be included in the research findings. The pilot project 
findings indicated that these convictions (e.g., I am valuable) seemed to push 
people through toward positive conflict transformation and the pursuit of 
their Imagined Tomorrow; more negative convictions (e.g., I cope best with 
pain by using alcohol) guided people back, sometimes repeatedly, toward 
the Current Context. In this way, the framework provides opportunities to 
inform researchers about the processes that may delay or sometimes reverse 
positive conflict transformation.
 The Imagined Tomorrow accommodates narrative reflections about 
how research participants think about the future. The Imagined Tomorrow 
encompasses the Desired State, Prioritized Relationships, and Institutions 
and Organizations and, as such, this is where reality and hope overlap. The 
Desired State is the cognitive solution to a conflict, such as the benefits of 
completing high school among the pilot research participants. In many ways, 
the Desired State seems to shape concrete plans for change. For example, the 
desire to be a positive role model is a Desired State, as is living in shelter or 
security. The findings suggest that this develops in the context of Prioritized 
Relationships, and so the framework makes room for these. Based on the 
importance of these relationships, such as the responsibilities of parenthood, 
and deeper convictions and goals, people in the pilot study re-organized and 
managed their lives and their conflicts in support of their Desired State as 
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part of their Imagined Future.
 The third subcomponent influencing the Imagined Tomorrow is called 
Institutions and Organizations, which reflects the practical application of 
hope that research participants communicate when they are thinking about 
their future. Typically, these are local institutions and service vehicles, such 
as school systems and other community organizations for the pilot proj-
ect participants, but not necessarily the same institutions for all research 
participants. Together, the Desired State, Prioritized Relationships, and 
Institutions and Organizations comprise the Imagined Tomorrow that pro-
vides orientation for data that reflects the emotional, mental, and physical 
preparations required for people in conflict to think about a future they 
desire. In this way, conflict transformation research enlightens us to better 
understand how people think of themselves—not only as a product of their 
history but also a product of their vision of their future. 
 There is much left to learn about the processes of conflict transforma-
tion that seems too often not to be captured or planned for in research. 
This adaptation to and complement for the Lederach model is meant to 
accommodate and explore more fully and specifically the affective dimen-
sion of research data. Like storytelling and Indigenous research, Lederach’s 
themes of transformation remind us that, to better understand conflict 
transformation, we must acknowledge that “things are connected and in 
relationship.”87 The three components of this framework, the Current Con-
text, the Imagined Tomorrow, and the Field of Change, are connected by 
the expressions and communications people share in narratives about what 
they think about themselves, their experiences, and their potential, which 
seem to ultimately compel the transformation cycle. This framework depicts 
the related and relational subcomponents of the complex cycle of personal 
and group conflict transformation that can be found in the stories people 
tell when research is designed for and as conflict transformation.
 In sum, transformative research design can be established on the triad 
of three dominant paradigms: conflict transformation, Indigenous research 
principles, and narrative communication. The merging of these as depicted 
in the above framework accommodates the many nuances within the stories 
people tell about conflict. The design contributes new ways to include 
more data when conducting formal research and promotes opportunities to 
enhance and improve conflict understandings and peacebuilding for indi-
viduals and for groups. Merging the commonly recognized core principles 
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of global Indigenous research methods with the conflict transformation 
paradigm inherent in narrative methods, and storytelling in particular, 
provides an initial foundation for planning, a methodology of inclusion and 
respect, and an analytical framework to launch more research for and as 
conflict transformation.
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